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/ ■, , ABSTRACT

The relationship between mysticisni and religious experience/

psychopathology was investigated by administering a
questionnaire to 132 undergraduates. The questionnaire

consisted of 200 true-false items measuring mysticism,

religious experience, and psychopathology. Five subscales
from the SjMPI (comprised the psychopathology scale: Unusual
Experiences, Mental Confusion, Deviant Thinking, Psychosis,
and Schizophrenia. Analysis using Pearson correlations and

beta weights confirmed thc^^

that mysticism

is more closely related to a religious experience than to

psychopathology. The secbhd hypothesis predicted mysticism

would relate to psychopathology only in a way that suggests
little or no positive relationship to severe mental

disorders. With the exception of a significant positive
correlation between mysticism and schizophrenia, the second
hypothesis was also essentially confirmed. Further research
was proposed to help clarify the true nature of mysticism

and how it relates to religious experience and psycho
pathology. ,.
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INTRODUCTION

To see a World ih a Grain of Sand

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.
Overview of the Problem

William Blake (1793) succinctly describes one of
humanity's most ancient, universal, and powerful
experiences-- the mystical. Underhi11 (1955) called
mysticisift "the science of ultimates" and believed its

purpose was to unite with God. Coxhead (1986) contends that

mysticism satisfies a basic human need to escape from the
usual mundane state of consciousness to explore the secrets
and profundities of what Bucke (1969) called "cosmic

consciousness." It is therefore not surprising the word

"mysticism" is derived from the Indo-European root of "mu,"

a word that meant an initiate of secret rites and symbolized
something that was inexpressible. James (1902) thus

correctly saw ineffability as one of the four essential
characteristics or "marks" of mysticism, along with
transiency, passivity, and noetic quality.
In recent years increased interest in Eastern

religions, human potential, and altered states of

consciqusness has caused a renewed interest in mysticism.

Despite its antiquity and current importance, mysticism
among many people is still shrouded in fear and suspicion.

This attitude may be due in part to mystics often exhibiting
strange and sometimes bizarre behavior. Rosen (1968) has

described such behavior in the prophets and seers of ancient
Palestine, Greece, and Rome. James (1902) also recognized
the close relationship between mysticism and

psychopathology; he referred to certain types of insanity as
"diabolical mysticism." Wapnick (1972) also noted the

relationship and investigated it by comparing a "typical"
mystic with a "typical" schizophrenic. Laing (1967)

discussed the relationship by describing the schizophrenic
"voyage" of a mental patient and how it was very similar to
a mystical experience. Vonnegut (1975) described the

similarity between mysticism and psychopathology based on

his actual experience a.fter suffering an acute schizophrenic
episode that contained many religious themes.
From the above discussion it seems apparent mysticism

has both religious arid pathological elements. Attempts to
explain the true riature of mysticism have therefore

typically been made from either a religious Or psychiatric

perspective. Grof and Grof (1989) focused on the religious
perspective. They belieyed mysticism was often caused by an
evoiutioriary crisis in consciousness referred to as a

"spiritual emergency." Conversely, Freud (1964) focused On
the pathological perspectiye and attributed the "oceanic

b1 i ss" of mysti cism to regr6ssion to a womb-1ike state of

existence. Deikman (1966) believed mysticisin was due to a

breakdown in the filter mechanisni of the nervous system,
resulting in a mental state called "deautomatization." In a

less judgmental framework, Wilber (1983) attempted an
explanation of mysticism by incorporating both the religious
and pathological perspectives. He called the cohfusiQn in

distinguishing the religious and pathological elements of
mysticism the "pre/trans fallacy." Many other researchers

have also noted the religious and patholoigical aspects of

mysticiisiit^ however, no research has been cphducted to
determine if mysticism is primsrily a religibus or

pathological experience. The purpose of the present study,

therefore, was to address that problem and help clarify the
true nature of mysticism.
Background of the Problem

Mysticism. Underhill (1955) described mysticism in
terms of essential characteristics and included the

following five features: (1) it is practical, not

theoretical, (2) it is an entirely spiritual activity, (3)
love is its business and method, (4) it entails a definite

psychological experience and, (5) it is never Self-seekihg.

Clark (1958) expanded the Work of Underhill by describing
mystics as being characterized by the fbllowing three

traits: (1) their language makes extensive use of figures of
speech and paradox; (2) they regard as unreal what the

ordinary person regards as real and vice versa; (3) mystics

have a tendency towa.rd extravagance jn -jlieir ljehavlorr
Incorporating the work of Underhill and Jaines' four marks

into his own, GLark defined mysticism as;
a

definite

biit

sporadic

state

of

the

religious cbhsciousness, partly active and
partly passive, involving an experience so
unusually personal as to defy description in
any but the most figurative and cryptic
language. It involves the apprehension of a

transcendental
influences the

Presence
individual's

and way of life. The
devotion to this

which

consequent

Presehce

radically

point

of view

passionate

tends to lead to

an extremely unworldy value system. These
values foster extravagant behavior which
nevertheless stimulates integration of the
psyche centered on this devotion.

The above definition provides a plausible explanation

for both the religious|and patholojgical elements of mystical

ekperience. Previous research suggests a typical pattern to
a mystic's development that may further elucidate the causes

and relationships between those elements. For examplej

Neumann (1968) believed mysticism can originate in childhood

and continue ; to developk in three primary phases throughout a
mystic's life. The first phase was called ''source mysticism''

or ''uroborus mysticism"! it is essentially the Freudian
interpretation described ear11er. It is characterized by the
desire to return to the "infantile paradise of the maternal

womb'' or ''Great Mother archetypei'' Acpording to Neumann,

this is an immature pheSe of mysticism found primarily in

children, primitives^ and neurotics who are unable to
effecttvery confront the demands and conflicts in their

lives. The second phase^^^ w^

called "hero mysticism" or

"Fight with the Dragon." It typically occurs during puberty
or early addlescence, when the conflicts of life are first
confrdnted. The successful resolutioh of the conflicts in

this phase produces a strong sense of identity and the
beginning of personality integration. It also marks the
awakening of religioiis sensitivity and aerves as the

foumlation for emergence into the adult phase of mysticism.
This third and final adult phase is referred to as

"1ast-istage mysticiSm." 11 is also referred to as 'Vimmihent
wor1d-1ransforming mysticism i" During this phase, cohf1icts

have been reso1ved and fu11 persona1ity integration has been
accomplishedv A harmony is then achieved between the
mystic's ego and true self tha^

conducive to further

deve1opment of religious sensitivity and spir itua1 identi ty.
Often the mystie uses these new pOwers and abilities in a

dedicated, self-apppinted task of serving others.

Underhi11 (1955) also recognized different phases of the

unfolding mystical process and referred to it as "The Mystic

Way." iShe belieyed the process consisted of the following

five stages: (1) ''The Awakening of the Self," (2) "The
Purification of the Self

Self

(3) "The Illumination of the

(4) "The Dark Night of the SOul," and (5) "The

Unitive Life.'VWapriick (1972) proposed a sixth stage that
closely corres|>ohds to the final phase described by Neumann.

In that stage, the social isolation often required of the

Mystic Way is endedl the mystic then returns to society with
renewed strength and commitment to help others. Underhi11

believed the necessary selfless and altruistic motiyation

for such committed service could best be achieved by the

true mystic, who has completed the Mystic Way and atfained

the bnitiyb Life. Such a "spiritual genius" has contacted
and surrendered to God, but usually only after years of an

intense physical and mental ordeal. The mystic * s preparation
and training often includes many arduous discipiines 1 ike
yoga, meditation, contemplation, and renunciation. By these
or similar means, the mystic withdraws attention from the

external World of the senses and directs it to the internal
world Of the soul.

Douglas-Smith (1970) believed one of three styles of
mysticism generally emerges following the mystic's

preparatory discipline and training; theistic, monistic, or
nonreligious. Theistic mysticism, as exemplified in the
Judeo—Christian tradition, seeks an ericounter with a
separate or transcendehtal God. The means to this end for

the theistic mystio is typically selfless love and devotion.

Conversely, the monistic-st^

mystic, as characterized by

mOst Eastern religions, seeks a union with a nonseparate and

iinmanent God. Monistic mystics usually employ rigorous

spiritual discipline to achieve their goai. A drop of water
mergirig with the ocean is often used as a metaphor to
describe the monistic union with

In contrast to

theistic and monistic styles, the nonrel^i

mystic

rejects the idea of any kfnd of God or divinity, Instead,
nonreligious mystics have a secular ideal for their object
of devotion, such as nature» a Ipver, or a political cause.
Mysticism and its Relationship to Religious Exnerience.

The above discussion of mysticism makes evident its close

connection to religious experience. Underbill (1955)
referred to mystics as "sons of religion" and believed the

first stage of the Mystic Way, the Awakening of the Self,

was essentiaily a religious conversion. Jones (1909) also
recognizied the similarity between mystical and religious
ejcperiences when he called mysticism, "the type of religion

which puts the emphasis on immediate awareness of relation

with God, on direct and intimate consciousness of the Divine
Preserioo. It is religion in its most acute and 1iying

stage," James (1902) was also aware of the similarity; his
description of religibus c^^

is very simi 1ar to his

"marks" of mysticism. Included in his description of

religious conversion are the following characteristics: (1)
the loss of all wbrry, (2) the sense of perceiving truths
not known before, (3) the feeling that the world is somehow

new, (4) the appearance of automatic phenomena (lights,
strarige speech, etc.), (5) the sense of ecstasy, (6) the
feeling Of extreine passivity and, (7) the transience of
these conversion characteristics.

Because of the similarity and overlap between mystical

and religious experiencesv many find it difficult or
impossible to distinguish between them. Ellwood (1980)

attempted a distinction based on the following examples of
experiences that are religious, but not necessarily

mystical: (1) a joyful and deeply felt acceptance of
salvation as if it had already been granted by God, (2)

inteilectual enthusiasm for Spiritual ideas and concepts,
but without an actual religious experience that transcends
the intellect, (3) a strong conimitment to certain moral or

ethical prineiples based dn One's religious WorId view> (4)
warm feelings in a religious context caused by religious
expressions of communication, snch as spiritual songs,

paintings, ceremonies, etc., (5) experiences interpreted as
involving real gods or spiritual powers that are intensely

felt and believed, but are not a direct perception,
eneounter, or union With those gods or powers. In Order: to

be categor ized! as mystleal, but not necessari 1 y religious j
Ellwood believed an experience must have the follbwing
distinguishing qualities: (1) possesses a sufficient

intensity that suggests an encounter with full spiritual

reality has been achieved, (2) resolves mental and spiritual
conflicts, (3) produces a sense of unity and purpQse and (4)
occurs in a context that makes a mystical interpretation the
most appropriate.

Ellwood also pointecl out that categorizing mysticism

apart from religion may create more confusion than clarity.
Because interpretation of experience varies from culture to

culture, it may be a;rgued the interpretation of mysticism
must be made within the context of the culture in which the

experience occurs. In addition, a person's understanding of
an experience could be interpreted from very different

occupational perspeCtives, Eor example, an eXperience could
be interpreted yery differently by people in such diverse
fields as theology, psychiatry, or sociology. Another source

of confusion is that many believe the concept of mysticism
itself implies a metaphysical position that is entirely
outside the scope of scholarly investigation.

Another complicating factor in distinguishing mystical

experience and religious Conversion is their often bccurrihg
as a. climax to an intehse inner struggle following long
periods of internal conflict and turmoil. An experience

viewed in Such light may therefore be interpreted as a
positive, confliCt-resolvingf remedy. Often these mystical
and conversion experiences, however,

are viewed as

pathplogical states theiaselves and interpreted from a

psychiatric perspective. Salzman (1953) incorporated both
the religious and psychiatric perspectives into his work
when he made a distinction between two types of conversion

experiences. The first is viewed as a progressive or
maturationai prpcess. It usually occurs in normal people
after conseious and sincere religious seeking and

contemplation. The second type is viewed as a more

regressive and patholog'ical variety. This type usually
involves disturbing mental and emotional states that

typically occur in neurotics or psychotics as a reaction to

Cpnflictsi Rather than being adaptive, however, the

regressive type of conversion is pathological; it only
provides a pseudo'-solution to the conflicts. Glenn (1969)
summarized the work of Salzman by saying:

the conversion experience, then, like other
mystical experiences, can be

religious and

approached in many ways. Psychiatric thought
has terided
to
de-emphasize
its
felt
passionate aspects, denigrating "mysticism"
while

extolling

well--thQught-out
;;

the

"adaptive

change,

value"

of

an if change were

ratipnal• Subh exper innces, howeYer, meri t
being cdmprehnndnd in their Own right,; sts
phenomeha sui generis. Pdorly uhderstood by
vocabulary»
they nonetheless

our rational

point to the creative potehtiality

Of human

experience, both pathologicai and healthy^
Mysticism and its Reiatidhship to PsyChopathology. The

difficulty involved in distinguishing between mysticism and
patholpgy is already evident at the beginning of recorded

history. Rosen (1968) described the commonplace perception
10

of some of the greatest mystics » seers .
ancient Palestine, Greecej and Rome as insane or

demon-possessed. Included among the group were

Jeremiah,

Hosea, Ezeklal, antl even Jesus. Despite the eccentr i c and

sometimes bizarre behayior of such individuals, an authentic
prophet (Rosen maintains) could be distinguished from a
"mad" prophet in a number of ways. First, the true prophet
confronts a profound spiritual and moral struggie that is
fi11ed with inher conf1icts> doubts, and fears. The true

prophet also typically resists the initial callings to
preach, and searches for some kind of confirmation that his

mission is true and valid. The "mad" prophet, on the other
hand, typically does not endure any comparable spiritual or

moral struggle. Nor does the "mad" prophet typicaliy

entertain any douht ai)Out the truth or validity of his
"mission." Even when confronted by the scorn and rejection
of his society, the mad prophet sti11 does not question the
1egitimacy of his venture. Instead, the harsh treatment is

usually viewed as "persecution" and proof that the prophet
indeed

has been sent by God.

The belief that prevailed in the ancient Graeco-Roman

period regarding mental disturbances was such aff1ictions
were of two types. One type of disturbance was thought to be
caused by human ailments of the brain. Such a condition is

essentially what today would be called a pathological

disordiBr; it was eonsidered a curse in the Graeco-Roman
period. The other type of disturbance was believed due to

possession by divine beings or spirit forces. This other

type of disturbance was closer to a kind of mystical trance

and was considered a gift or sign of favor. Plato (1952)
believed only through a diyine intervention (characterized

by the second type of disturbance) was it possible for a
person to display the gifts of prophecy and poetry. These

abilities were usually t^^^

be far beyond the powers

of normal human beings. In Phaedrus. for example, Plato
argued that the Delphi prophetesses and the Dodona

priestesses accomplished their greatest achievements while

in a state of "divine madness," but 1ittle or nothing when

they were not in that state. Furthermore, Plato expressed
the belief in Timaeus that poets of the highest quality
required divine madness or "enthousiasmos" that linked them
to supernatural realms where they received their
-■inspiration.. '

James (1902) also recognized the close connection

between mysticism and pathblogical States. He believed
religious conversions constituted just half of the total of

mystical experiences. The other half, he thought, consisted
uhnormal brain states such as epilepsy, hysteria, and
especially paranoia, which he referred to as "diabolical

mysticism." James sa,id the diabolical mysticism was "a sort

1.2:

,

.

■' ■ ■

of religious mysticism turned upside doWn" and further
described it by saying;

The same sense of iheffable importance in
the smallest cyentsV the same texts and
words comihg with new imeaningSj the same
voices and visibns and leading and missions,
the same controlling by extraneous powers;
only tliis time the emotipn is pessimistic:
instead of consolations we have desolations;

the meanings ape

dreadful;

and

the powers

are enemies to life. It is evident that from
the point of view of their
psychological

mechanism, the classic mysticisms and these
lower mysticisms spring from the same mental
level, from that
great
subliminal
or
transmarginal region of which science is

beginning to admit the existence, but of
which so little is really known. That region
contains every kind of matter: "seraph and
snake" abide there side by side.

^

1968) also investigated the relationship

between mysticisim and pathology by comparing a "typical"
mystic with a "typical" schizophrenic. The famous Spanish
Catholic nun, St. Teresa of Avila, was selected to represent
the mystic, Lara Jefferson, a former mental patient from a
mid-western state, represented the schizophrenic, The

similarities between the two were quite Striking. Both
experienced feelings of alienation from society and pain and
terror upon entering the "other world." They both also had

feelings of peace ond contentment efter the pain and terror

had subsided. Both also reported increased satisfaction and
competency after returning to the social World. Although the
similarities between the two were surprising, the

13

differences were much more pronouriced. For example, St.
Teresa was able to maintain some degree of social contact,
and decisions to isolate herself were consciously made,

Lafa's loss of social functioning,

however, required her to

be incarcerated in a mehtai inst itution for an extended

period of time. In additiqn, the mystical process of St.

Teresa was virtually a lifelong commitment to spiritUal
ideals and disciplines that culminated in the attainment of

her religious goal, Oh the dther hand, Lara Jefferson's
schizophrenia was compressed into a much shorter period of

time that resulted in ho such religious reward,
;

Wapnickbelieyed the qontrast in purpose and

preparation between the mystic and psychotic was partly

responsible for their different outcomes. The goal of the
mystic, on the one hand, is primarily religious in nature.

The meahs to such an end is by a gradual expansion of
consciousness through a proff^®^^

strengthening of spiritual "muscles," By contrast, the
sGhizophrenic's "goal" is primarily to escape a world yiewed

as intolerable and where he/she cannot adequately function.
The schizophrenic therefore resorts to the delusions of ah

inner world as a means of coping with the reality of an
unbearable outer worId, The resulting schism between the

inner and outer realities o^ ihe schizophrenic eventually
causes even greater agony and torment. Conversely, the

hafmohy between inner and outer realities achieved by the
mystic is reflected in the joy, love, and satisfaction

manifested in his/her life. Their highly evolved spiritual
and moral character then often impel Is them to devote
considerable time and eff®rf to the service of others.

Laing (1967) also recognized the overlap of mysticism
and pathology. He described many of their common elements in
the:case^

mental: patient named Jbsse Watkins. After

feeling physically

and emotibnally exhausted for an

extended period of time* Watkins embarked on a ten-day

schizophrenic "voyage." One of his initial experiences was

feeling as if he had died and was waiting to pass to the
"next department." He thought time was going backwards. He
also believed he was in complete control of the universe,

and felt an enhanced significance to all things. He reported
an expanded awareness that made everything seem much more

vivid and real. He experienced the grass looking greener,
the sun shining brighter, and people appearing more alive.

Rather than thinking it was insanity, however, he felt his
experience was more like a kind of hypersanity. He also

believed his experience was part of an evolutionary process
in consciousness that all people must eventually experience
to spiritually progress. After ten days, he knew he could no

longer endure the experience, so he decided to end his
Voyage. Watkins soon informed the hospital staff he was not

;

15
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■

.

going to take any more

then sat up in bed

with his hands tightly clenched a:nd began repeating his name
unti1 he was "able to run things normally." After emerging

from his yoyage, ra.ther than interpreting the experience as
an illness, he viewed it as a kind of natural healing

\prucess"pf'dhe mind. . V'': , , ,
Laing maintains a similar view in arguing that many
psychotic episodes are not just breakdowns« but also

opportunities for breakthroughs. He also said they are a
"natural way of healing our own appal1ing state of
alienation called normality," Laing and other

"antipsychiatrists" therefpre believe some psychotics

should be a1Ibwed to heal themse1ves in this natura1 way and
be subjected to traditional psychiatric treatment only as a

last resort (Epstein, 1979). Laing has also been
instrumehtal in starting severa.1 progressive treatment

programs based on those principles (Mosher, Menn, &
Matthews, 1975; Carpenter, McGlashan, & Strauss, 1977).

Furthermore, former mental patients were pfteh used as staff

in those treatment centers to serve as guides during the

"voya;ges" of new clients (Mosher, Reifman, & Menn, 1973)
Mark Vonnegut (1975), son of popular writer, Kurt

Vonnegut Jr., also ieported a similarity between mysticism
and pathology, After recovering from his own schizophrenic

breakdown, he described the ®^™ilerities, as well as the

differences, as foliows;,
It's been sugg^ested by many that a
schizophrenic is a failed mystic. The same
thing happens to both, but in the face of

God, infinity,
;

or

whatever,

mystics

keep

their cool but Schizophrenics end up in such
rotten shape because they cling to their
egos,

refuse

to

accept

their

own

insignificance, or some such sini Let me say
this: It seems more than likely that there's
a^ relationship between the two, but what
sets them apart
is far
more a matter of
degree and circumstance than wisdom and

virtue. Most descriptions

of mystiC states,

while they include feelings of timelessness,
actually cover Very little clock time. For
the schizophrehic it's a twenty-four-hour

day,

seven

days

a

transient nature of

week.

mat^

Realizing

things

the

helps

for a while, but it has its limits.

A number of explanations have been proposed to explain
why mysticism, religion, and pathology have so many common
elements and are so often difficult to distinguish. Wilber

(1983) offered ah explanation based on the perspective and
principles of transpersonal psychology. He believed th

confusion was causeid' by the ''pre/trans fallacy,'' which is
described as follows;

The essence of the pre/trans fallacy is

easy enough to state. We begin by simply
assuming that human beings do in fact have
access to three genepal realms of being and

knowing-^^^

mental, and the

spiritUa.li Those three

fealms can be stated

in
any
number
of
different
subconScibus,
self-cbnsciouS,
super-conscious, or

prerational,

ways:
and

rational,

and transrationl, or prepersonal, personal,
a^
The point is simply that,
for

example,

transrational are

since

both,
17

preratibnal

and

in their own ways.

nonrationai, then they appear quite similar
or even idehtihal to the untutored eye. Once

this

confusiqn

"pre" and

occurs—the

"traris"~then

one

confusion

of

of two things

inevitably happens: the transrational realms
are reduced to prepersonal status, or the

prerational
realms
are
elevated
to
transrational glory. Either way a complete
and overall world view is broken in half and
folded in the midddlef with one half of the

real world (the "pre" or
thus
profoundly

the "trans") being
mistreated
and

misunderstood.
Purpose of the Present Study

A great deal of eonfusion still exists regarding
mysticism and how it rblhteis to rel igion and pathology. The
present study was conducted in the hope of Clarifying the
Confusion. First, h questionairre was administered to

determine if mysticism is primarily a religious experience
or a pathological one. The questionairre consisted of scales

to measure mysticism, religiosity, and pathology. The
mysticism scale was constructed by a previous researcher and

the religiosity scale was constructed by the current
researcher. The jpathology scale consisted of five Subscales

from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)

and measured for psychosis, schizophrenia, mental confusion,
deviant thinking, and unusual experienees. The first

hypothesis Was mysticism wi11 be found to have a stronger
positiye correlation with religion than pathology. The basis

of the assumption was the work of Hood (1973) who

demonstrated a strong positive corre1ation between mysticism
18

and religious experience. Hood (1977) also offered evidence
that indicates mysticism is riot due to regression or severe

pathology. Therefore»

s

hypothesis was mysticism

would correlate to pathology only to a degree that suggests
little or no Siroilarity to the more seyere pathologies of
psychosis and schizophrenia. If any positiye correlations

yrith pathology are foundv it is predicted they will he with
a Iess severe type, such as unusua1 experiences. Therefore,

it is believed mySticism^^^ ^^W^^ 1 correlate to the pathology

subscales in the following order that reflects the predicted

weak relatioriship to seyere pathology: unusual experiences,
deviant thinking, mental confusion, psychosis, and
Schizophrenia'. :

.
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Subjects

Oiie hundred and thirty two undergraduate students froin

Californiai State Uhiversity» San Bernafdinp (CSUSB) seryed
as voiuntary subjects. (They received extra credit in

pndefgraduate courses: for their jparticipation). There were
89 females and 43males > ranging in ages from 18 to 72. All
subjects were treated in accordance with the "Ethical

Princifiies of Psychologists (American Psychological
Association» 1981).
Materials

A questionhaire consisting of 200 true/false items was
used to obtain true/false respqnses to the three scales of

mysticism, religious experience, and psychop>athoiogy. The
measure for mysticism (Scale M) was created from 16 items of

the Mysticism

developed by flood (1975). The measure

foi* religious experience (Scale R) tested for the frequency
and intensity of religious thoughts and feelings. The
religiosity scale was coi»iposed of 31 questions based on

infprmation from several eastern and western religious

books. (After administering the questionnaire items 17, 31,
76, and 134 from Scale R were rejected because of low

re1iabi1ity scores obtained by computer ana1ysis using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences or SPSS). The
remaining 153 questions, drawn from five subscales of the

MMPl, were used

psychopathology (So

an overall measure of

e P). The five MMPI subscales that made

up the overall Psychopathology Scale consisted of the

following; Unusual Experiences (Subscale UE), Deviant
Thinking (SubscaleDT), Mental Confusion (Subscale MC),

Psychosis (Subscale P), and Schizophrenia (Subscale S). (See
Appendix A for questionnaire items and corresponding scales
and subscaies); Subjects.ons

the questionnaire on a

computer-scOred answer sheet, Form no. 30423.
Procedure

The questionnaire was administered at several

different times arid locations on the CSUSB campus during the
spring quarter of 1989. Subjects were first given
instructions how to properly answer the questionnaire and

then given all the necessary time needed to complete it. The
questionriaire was designed so that each response, true or
false, contributed to the score of one of the three scales

(Mysticismi, Religioos Experience, or Psychopathology). (A
single questibn dealing with psychopathology could
contribute to the score of more than one MMPI subscale).

Pearson correlations revealed the strength and directibn of
relationship between mysticism^ religious experience, and
psychopathology. Beta weights showed how good of a predictor
religious experience and the five MMpi subscales were in

predicting mysticism. The Pearson corrrelations

and beta

weights were obtained by subjecting the questionnaire data
to analysis by the SPSS.
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The data supported the first hypothesis that mysticisia

would

have a stronger po itive correlation with religious

experienod than With psychopathdlogy (see Table 1). A
Pearson correlatioh revealed a statistically significant

relationship between my

and religious experiehce, and

a nonsignificant correlation between mysticism and the
oyerall measure of psychopathology. Beta weight raeasures
indicated religious experience to also be a good predictor
of mysticism, while psychops^thology is a Weak predictor of
■ ■mysticism-,^

The second hypothesis, discounting the problematic
relationship between mysticism and schizophrenia, was
essentially confirmed (see Table 1). The cdrrelation between

miysticism and unusual experiehces was both significant and

positive, as predicted, althpugh the beta weight showed

unusuai experlences are not a gobd predictor of mysticism.
The significant negative correlations and beta weights for
mysticism with deviant thinking and mental confusion were in

line with predictions stemming from the second hypothesis.

The correlation and beta weight between mysticism and
psychosis, as expected, were negat ive and nonsignificant.
The nonsignificant beta Weight between mysticism and

schizophrenia was consistent with the second hypothesis. The
only notable finding not in keeping with the second
23

hypothesis was a significant positive correlation between
mysticism and schizophrenia.
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Table 1

Mysticism and its Correlations and Beta Weights with
Religious Experience and Psychopatholog.v

Mysticism
Correlations
.44*#

Religious Experience
Psychopathology

-.09

Unusual Experiences

Beta Weights
.21*
-.11

.17*

.05

Mental Confusion

-.44**

-.21*

Deviant Thinking

-.24*

-.29*

Psychosis

-.07

Schizophrenia

*n<.05.

.26*

**£.<•01.
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.15

;/\/-?^ISGUSSIGN-..; ' . :■"
^he data strongly confirmed the first hypothes^^^

that

mysticism hears more resemblahce to religious experience

than it does to psychopathelogy. The signif icant correlation
of .44 and significant beta weight Of .21 between mysticism
and religious experience (as measured by Scale R) fits the

general perspective of the present study. The findings are
also consistent with those of several Other researchers.

HOod (1975) reported a significant positive cbrrelation
between mysticism and religious experience during the
process of constructiug and vaiiijating his uttysticism scale.

Glenn (1969) investigated the concept of religious
conversion an4 GonQluded it was essentially a mystical
experience. The data from the present btudy also suppbrt the

conteutipn of James (1902) who believed there were many
similarities between religious conversions and mystical
experiences.

The nonsignificant correlation of -.09 and

nonsignificant beta weight of -.11 between mysticism and the

overall measure Of psychopathology (Scale P) is consistent

with the perspective of the present study, as well as
previous research. Douglas-Smith (1970) demonstrated there

is no relationship bbtween mysticism and a variety of

psychopathOlogies, including epiiepsy, schizophrenia,
paranoia, manic-depressipn, and multiple personality.

interestingly, he found people who scored high on nieasures
of mysticism tended to be more intelligent, come from higher
soOio-economic classes, and are less susceptible to
suggestion than those who scored low on mysticism.

Similarly, Hood (1974) reported a significant positiVe
correlation between mysticism andi ego-strength, and a
significant negati ve correlation betweeh; mysticism and

psycEic inadequacy< The work of Hood (1976) also supports
the view that interpretations of mysticism based on

regressive arid patholpgical explanations are misleading and

fallacious^ ?inally^ Maslbw (1964) found! mystical or "peak
experiences" to be more common in people who were
well-adjusted or "self-actualized."

The second hypothesis was fundamentally confirmed. It
was predicted there would be negative and/or nonsignificant
correlatioris and beta weights between mysticism and

psychopathology, with the exception of unUsual experierices

(SubscaleUE). The correlation and beta weight between
mysticism and unusual experiences w®^s expected to be

pdsitive and significant.This prediction thus reflects the
perspeetive of the present paper that mystiCism Is more

appropriately viewed as an atypical or unconventional

experience rather than a severe form of psychopatho1ogy. The
present data supported the second hypothesis in all but orie
notable instance: the significant positive correlation

'-■■V
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between mysticism and scbizopfarenia.

Consistent with the secbhd hypothesis was the

significant corfelation (.17) between mysticism and unusual
experiences. The correlation was in keeping with the

perspective of the second hypothesis because mystics often
have exper iences that could be classified as "unusual" but

not necessar1ly psychotic. The present data therefore

suggests mysticism, rather than being a serious mental
disorder, is more of an experience that should be viewed as
uhcommon or simply out of the ordinary. Hood (1975), for

example, believed some mystics may appear psychotic simply
because they are so much more open to experience they
Consequently can seem Crazy or bizarre to most "ordinary"
people.

The nonsignificant beta weiglit (•05) between mysticism
and unusual experiences as measured by SubScale UE was a

minor inconsistency pf the second hypothesis. This
inconsistency could be due to societal and cultural factors

that are often important in determining if an experience is
judged as unusual or not. The work of previous researchers
may be:helpful in understanding the role of society and

culture in interpreting experience. Wallace (1958)

demonstrated that influences such as race, religion, and age
ofe often primary factors in judging if an experience is

considered unusual or not. Ram Dass (1971) jiointed out

different cultures and societies use different models for

interpreting reality and experience. An experience viewed as
strange and unusual in one culture or Society could

therefpre be viewed as perfectly normal in another and vice
■Ve,rsa.';.:."^:

More in keeping with the assumptions and perspective

guiding the present study, results revealed a significant
negative correlation (-.44) and beta weight (-.21> between
mysticism and mental cpnfus ion as measured by Subscale MC.

This finding is alsP consonant with the work of previous

researchers. Gellhorn and Kiely (1972) investigated the
neurophysiology of mysticism and found the inystical state is
incpmpatible With mental cphf us iori and hervous t erisioh.

Deikman (1966) showed a persbn trained in contemplation and
renunciation malfr achieve the mi^s^tical state of
"de-automatization" mentioned earlier that contains little

or no mental cohfusion or psychic distress. (Without
adequate preparatory training» however, true mental

confusion can occur during the "de-automatized" state)
The ob-tained relationship between laystici®'"

deviant

thinking ( Subscale DT) is cons istent wi th the prediction
stemming from the second hyppthesis. Both the correlation of

•t.24 and beta weight of —.29 proved to be significant. Such
a finding is in agreement with the work of Hood (1975). He
found no positive correlation between mysticism and deviant

thinking. His study was especially relevant to the present
paper because the scale he used to measure deviant thinking

was composed of many items specificaliy relating to
religious and mystical experience. The finding that there is

no positiye correlation between mysticism and deviancy is

also consistent with other researchers who report mystical
experience is conducive to mental clarity, enhanced

coheehtratio^^^

and improved thought processing (Froirim, 1978;

■ ^Bensoh, lh6:9;^i;Waldac;e;,-;d970)>.' ^^ ■

Also in line with the expectations (hypotheses) guiding
the present study was the finding of a hohsignificant

correlation (-.07) and nonsignificant beta weight (.24)

between mysticisin and pSychoSis as measured by Subscale P.
These results are consistent with past research conducted by
Deikman (1971). While acknowledging the existence of

mystical "traces" during the onset of some psychotic ■

episodes, Deikman believes

and psychosis are very

different in most every other respect. He said the mystic
achieves a harmonious Integration of self and world by means

of spiritual disciplines. The psychotic, on the other hand,

experiences a chaotic relationship between self and world
that results in delusions, which represent a desperate
attempt to restore a sembiance of order and control. Lukoff

(1985), recognizing the difference between the mystic and
psychotic individual, devised diagnostic criteria to aSsist
^ --SO

cliniciaris in

distinguishing mysticial experiences from

psychotic episodes.

The relationship between mysticism and schizophrenia
(Subscale S) proved t

most problematic to the

perspeGtiye of the second hypothesis. Although the beta
weight between mysticism and schizophrenia (.15) was

npnsignificant, as ex{)ecteds the correlation between them

was unexpectedly both positive and significant (.26). The
correlation is surprising because, unlike a minor type of
psychopathology such as "unusual experiences," schizophrenia
is generaily considered the most severe of all mental

disorders. Furthermore, in light of the nonsignificant

relationship between mysticism and psychosis obtained in the
present study, the significant positive correlation between

mysticism and scihizophrenia was even more surprising; A
possible explanation is that mysticism may have some

similaritiesMWith experiences reported by Schizophrenics.
Buckley (1981) examined the autobiographical reports of
mystics and recoyered schizophrenics and found a high
Correspondence in their experiences. Some of the similar

experiences included a strO^

quality, an expanded

perception, a sense of divine communion, and feelings of joy
and ecstasy. Freedman (1974) also reviewed the

autobiographies of schizophrenics and found some obvious
mystical elements. He reported schizophrenics, especially

those in the acute phase of their i1Iness> often experience

feelings of heightened sensory awareness, increased mental
acuityv distorted time perception, and Strange sensations in

their brains. This similarity between mysticism and
sChizdphrenia, however, should not be interpreted as meaning
mysticism is equivalent to schizophrenia, but rather that
some limited nuDttber of experiences are common to both.

In summation, the present study has helped elucidate

Ihe nature of mystical experience by demonstrating mysticism
more closely relates to religious experience than to

psychopatholbgy. The fact that mysticism was found to be an

unusuar experience and haye similarities to schizophrenia

should not detract from the credibility or yalidity of
reported inyst ical exper ienees. On the contrary, fUr ther
investigation into thetr

for these traces of

:

psychopathology in mysticism is warranted and recommended.
The legitimacy of claiming to capture the essence of
mystical experience in a methodolo&y using questionnaires or
similar techniques is an issue that should also be addressed

In future research on mysticism. Using actual mystics as
subjects could address such methodological issues and
improve the validity and reliability of the research.

Furthermore, efforts toward recognizing and accounting fbr

societal and Cultural influences in judging and interpreting
unusual experiences such as mysticism could prove

. ^3-2-:

beneficial. In cdnclusionj by demonstrating that mysticism

is predoiiftinantly a religious experience, it is hoped the

increased understanding cdntributes to a more enlightened
and tolerant approach to the mystical experience.
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^::QUEStIpNNAIRE:, ■

Instrnetions

(Please do not mark on this booklet V

This questionnaire eovers a wide variety of human
experiences. Please ejcamine each statement and determine

whether it is, in general, true or false for you. Consider a
sample statement:

SAMPLE STATEMENT- 1 have headaches once a week or more.

if you primarily agree with the statement, then you
would fill in the circle containing a "T" under Coluflin A to

answer "True." On the other hand, if you disagree with the
statement, then you would fill in the circle containing an

"F" under Column B to answer "False." If at all possible,

please provide an answer

for each and every statement,

without leaving any blank. iMPpRTANT- MARK YOUR ANSWERS ONLY
ON YOUR COMPUTER ANSWER SHEET; DO NOT MARK ON YOUR

QUESTIONNAIRE. Thank you for your participation.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

■

(PIease do not mArk on this booklet)

1.

I have a good appetite. (yE,SjP)

2.

My daily life is full of things that keep me

.'interested., ■('Sy./V;

3.

I have diarrhea once a month or more. (UE)

4.

Qnce in a while I think of things too bad to talk

about . ■( S

5.

I have never had an experience in which my own self

seemed to merge into something greater. (M)

6.

1 am Sure I get a raw deal from life. (S,P)

7.

My father was a good man. (S,UE)

8.

M^^

9.

At limes 1 have very

10.

At time I have fits of laughing and crying that I

is satisfactory. (S,UE)
wanted to leave home. (S)

cannot control. (S,P)

11.

1 am troubled by attacks of nausea and vomiting.

12.

NO one seems to understand me. (S,P)

13.

I have seen haloes of light Surrounding the heads of

14.

Evil spirits pOssess me at times. (UE,P,MC)

15.

1 have nightmares every few nights. (UE)

16.

I find it hard to keep my mind on a task or job. (S)

17.

Entering into complete trance states is a commbn

•
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experience for me. (R)

18.

I have had very peculiar and strange experiences.

• .(S.,P,MC,DT) ,/'■

19.

There are places in my body which have been activated

or energized, with the result that powerful feelings seemed
to arise from those places. (R)

20.

If people had hot had it in for inb I would have been

much more successful. (S,UE,P)

21.

I haye never been in trouble because of my sex

behavior, (S)

22.

During one period when I was a youngster I engaged in

petty thievery. (S)

23.

1 have often felt intense vibrations in my body, (R)

24.

Most any time I would rather sit and daydream than to

do anything else. (S,UE,P)

25.

1 have had periods of days, weeks, or months when I

couldn't "get going." (S)

26.

I have felt as if I possessed an awareness which

extended in all directions at once. (R)

27.

My family does not 1ike the work I have chosen (or the

work 1 intend to choose for my life work). (tJE)

28.

Once a week or oftener I feel suddenly hot all over,

without apparent cause. (S)

29.

When I am with people 1 am bothered by hearing very

queer things. (UE,P,DT)
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30.

It would be better if alittost all laws were thrown

, awayV "(UE).

31.

Feeling intoxicated or "high" without drugs is a

common experience for ffie. (R)

32.

My soul sometimes leaves my body. (UE,P,MC)

33.

1 prefer to pass by school friends, or people 1 know

but have not seen for a long time, unleSs they spealc to me
first. (S)

34.

A minister can cure disease by praying and putting his

hand on yo;ur head. (UE) >
35.

1 have never had an experience which seemed holy to

me.,'(M)':

36.

1 am liked by most people who know me. (UE)

37.

1 have never experienced sppntaneous jerking of my

body parts. (R)
38.

As a youngster 1 was suspended from school one or more

times for cutting up. (UE)

39.

1 loved my father. (S,UE)

40.

1 see things or animals or people around me that

others do not see. (UE,P,MC,DT)

41.

1 have had an experience that is impossible to

conomunicate. (M)' .. .
42.

1 am an important person, (P)

43.

1 get angry sometimes. (UE)

44.

Most of the t ime 1 feel blue.
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45.

Any man who is able and Willing to work has a good

chance of succeeding* (UE)
46.

Except for times when I have been ill, afraid, exerted

myself, or $ome other obvibus reason, I have always had
regular and even breathing. (R)
47.

Sometimes I am strongly attracted by the persohal

articles of others such asi shoes, gloves, etc., so that I
want to handle or steal them though I have no use for them,

(UE> ^
48;

:::
At times I have a strong urge to do something harmful

;;o'r. shocking-.' ■ '(S');. -. :;

49.

1 have felt the physical sensation of energy flowing

Up and down my spine. (R)

50.

1 have little or ho trouble with my muscles twitching

or jumping. XS)

51.

I don't seem to care what happens to me. (S)

52.

Someone has it in for me. (?)

53.

1 frequently find it necessary to stand up for what I

think ■■'is r ight. (UE

54.

I have neyer had an experience in Which time, space,

and distahce were meaningless, (M)

55.

1 believe in law' enforcement. (UE)

56.

i believe in a life hereafter. (UE)

57.

I have never had an experience which was incapable of

being expressed in words. (M)

58*

My speech is the same as always (not faster or slower,

or slurring; no hoarseness), (S)

59.

I believe I am being plotted against. (S,UE,P)

60.

i have never had an experience in which I became aware

of a unity to all things. (M)

61.

I know who is responsible for most of my troubles. (P)

62.

At times my thoughts have raced ahead faster than I

could speak them. (Df)

63.

I commonly wonder what hidden reason another person

may have foC doing something nice for me. (P)
64.

I have had an experience in which I felt that all was

perfection at that time, (M.)

65.

$pmetimes I feel as if I mast injure either myself or

someone else. (UE)
66.

I have the wanderlust

am never happy unless I am

roaming or traveling about. (IIE)



67.

Someone has been trying to poison me. (UE,P)

68.

1 have perceived sounds such as whistling and hissing

inside my head. (R)
69.

I have had periods in which 1 carried on activities

without knowing later what I had been doing. (S,UE)

70.

I have had experiences which make me Consider myself a

"mystical" or "spiritual" person. (R)

71.

I cannot understand what I read as well as I used to.

72.

I like to study and read about things that I am

working at. (UE)

73.

There is something wrong With my mind. (S,UE,P,i

74.

1 am not afraid to handle money. (UE)

75.

J?y mother was a good woman^ (S,UE)

76.

i have never had the subjective feeling of leaving my

physical--body;.- ..(R)--"
77.

My memory seems to be all right. (S)

78.

I am wortied about sex matters. (S)

79.

I am afraid of losing my mind. (S)

80.

Rarely have I experienced feelings of bliss or

ecstasy. (R)

81.

I commonly hear voices without knowing where they come

;from.: (U-E,P-,Me--,DT-)" ■
82.

. .V'

My hearing is apparently as good as that of most

. people'.-(UE)

83.

My hands have hot become clumsy or; awkward. (S)

84.

I have had no difficulty in keeping my balance in

Walking.-' , (S)'- ^

85.

T have had attacks ia whit;h 1 could not control my

movements or speech bat in which I knew what was going on
around "ine^.- ;■ ( S,-P ). , ;^.

86.

I haye had interrtal visions in which 1 have seen

lights, colors, images, etc. (R)
87i

I like to visit places Where I have never been before.
. ,40: ■ -

-

■

■■ (UE,-S^), ■ :V;:: '
88.

Someone has been trying to rob me. (UE,P)

89.

Except when sick, in response to enyjpQjjjggjjj.g^j

conditions, or some other obvious explanation, I haye never
experienced rapidly changing temperature extremes in my
■ body...(R)

90.

I daydreaija very little. (P)

91.

Children should be taught all the main facts: of sex.

92.

There are persons who are trying to steal my thoughts

and ideas. (UE,P)

93.

I belieye 1 am a condeMhed person. (S,IJE)

94.

I sbpaetimes see an ahra: around people.

95.

At times it has beeii impossible for me to keep from

v

^

stealing or shoplifting something. (UE)

96.

1 have never felt as if I were a miniature universe.

■ (R)

97.

I am very religious (more than most people). (UE)

98.

I believe my sins are unpardpnable. (UE)

99.

Everything tastes the same* (S,UE)

100.

I have no fami1iarity with the experience of energy

moving from one part of my body to another. (R)

101. My people treat me more lihe a child than a grown-up.

:.. (s):;:.
102.

I have used alcohol excessively.

103,

It does not bother me particularly to see animals

:suffer..
:
:(-UEX.
104.

My vis

artered at times in a way that made

it possible for me to "see" things in an entirely new and

■;,di.f f erent-:,way

(R)' ' '

loved .imy . 'ino-ther;.

106v

I have been told that I walk during sleep. (UE)

107.

Feeling that "I" (my ego) no longer existed is an

experience unknown to me. (RX

108.

1 have been inspired to a program of life based on

duty which 1 have since carefully followed. (P)
109•

I have periods of such great restlessness that 1

cannot sit long iii a chair. (S)

110. I dream frequently about things that are best kept to
. myself. (S)

111.

My body has never felt like a channel of energy. (R)

112.

My parents and family find more fault with me than

Vthey; should.''vi.UEX -/.

'

113.

My neck spots with fed ofteni (UE)

114.

I have had an experience in which a new view of

feality was revealed to me. (M)

115.

I have reason for feeling jealous of one or more

members of my family. (UE)

116. I have had blank spe11s in which my actiyities were
interrupted and I did not know what was going on around me.

117.

No one cares much what happens to you. (UE)

118.

I have never experienqed myself as pure conscioushess.

119.

The only ihteresting part of newspapers is the

.■."funhies. " (UE)

120.

I usually expect to succeed in things I do. (UE)

121.

I believe there is a God. (UE)

122.

I haye difficulty in starting to do things. (S)

123.

I have never had the expierience of feeling that time

■•did' not-^ ', exiiSt-. - ..(R)'' ;

124.

Ghee a Week or oftener I become very excited, (S)

125.

I can easily make other people afraid of me, and

sometiines do for the fun of it. (UE)

128.

At times I am all full of energy. (UE)

127.

I never have felt as if I were a reincarnated being.

(R)

128.

I have numbness in one or more regions of my skin. (S)

129.

Someone has control over my mind. (UE,P)

130.

I enjoy children. (S,UE)

131.

I have often felt that strangers were looking at me

critically.,- .(.P) ;;
132.

1 do not often notice my ears ringing or buizing. (S)

133.

Orice in a while I feet hate toward members of my

family whom I usually love. (S)

134.

Seldom have I felt as if my body was light as air. (R)

135.

I am sure L am being talked about. (P)

136.

I am never happier than when alone. (UE)

137>

At one or more times in my life I felt that someone

was making me do things by hypnotizing ine. (S,UE,P)

138.

Someone has been trying to influence my mind. (UE,P)

139.

I have never had the experience in which I felt as if

all things were alive. (M)
140.

I wish 1 were not bothered by thoughts about sex. (S)

141.

I think that I feel more intensely than most people

.do.- ;.(P)'

142.

Life is a strain for me much of

(S)

143.

1 am so touchy pii seme subjects that I can't taik

aboutylhem. ■ (S)

144.

I have had an experience which I knew to be sacred.

(M)
145.

I get all the sympathy i should. (S)

146.

I refuse to play some games because I am not good at

them', ■ ('S.)

147.

I seem to make friends about as quickly as others do,
^

148.

Without doing anything physical (such as taking

medicine, exercising, etc,), 1 have experienced my body as
if it had been Gleansed and purified, (R)

149.

1 dislike having people about me. (S,P)

150.

I am more sensitive

151.

I have never experiehced a perfeetly peaceful state.

w ■■

most other people.

■;

152.

I worry over imioney and business. (S)

153.

I have had very peculiar and strangie experiences.

154.

I have never been in love with anyone. (S)

155.

The things that some of my family have done have

■^Tightened me.- ;

156.

I find it hard to; keep my mind on a task or job, (MC)

157.

I have never been paraiyzed or had any unusual

weajkness of any of my^ m^^
158.

(S)

Sometimes my voice leayes me Of changes even though 1

have no cold. (S)

159.

Peculiar odors come to me at times. (S,P,pT)

160.

Prolonged ahd intense trembling occurs quite often

: wfth-;me.

^

161.

i cannot keep my inind on one thingl (S,MG)

162.

Most fof the t ime I wish I were dead. (S)

163.

At t imes I hear so well it bothers me. (S,P jDT)

164. I of t en f eel as° if things wer e not r eal. ( S,P ,MC)
165.

I have no enemies who really wish to harm me. (P)

166. I tend to be on my guard with people who are somewhat
more friendly than I had expected. (P)

167. I have strange ahd peculiar thoughts. (S,P,MC,DT)
168.

Seeing gfaat bands of clouds within my mind is not

something I personally have experienced. (R)

169.

I hear strange things when I am alone. (S,P,DT)

170.

I have been afraid of things or people that I knew

could not hurt me. (s)
171.

I have had an experience which was both timeless and

spaceless. (M)

172.

I am afraid of using a knife or anything veiy sharp or

pointed. (S)

173.

Sometimes I enjoy hurting persons L love. (S)

174.

I have more trbuble concentrating than others seem to

have. (S,MC)

175.

Almost every day something happens to frighten me. (S)

176.

I sometimes possess no awareness of my body even

though I am awake. (R)

177.

At tlines I have enjoyed being hurt by someone 1 loved.

is)

;■

^

178.

PeopIe say insulting and vu1gar things about me. (S,P)

179.

If given the chance I could do some things that would

be of great benefit to the world, (P)

180.

I have had some very uhusual religious experiences.

(P,DT)

181.

■

1 do not possess the ability to obtain information by

means other than my physical senses. (R)

182.

1 used to have imaginary companions. (P)

183.

1 am bothered by people outside, on streetcar's, in
46. ■

storef ete., watching; me^

184.

I have never seen a yision. (P,DT)

185.

I ha^ve never experienced myself as a point of 1ight.

186.

I am a special agent of God.

187.

t blten haye a distinct pressure in the middle of my

''■■foreheads ■(Rl

188.

■

1 haye a daydream life about Which I do not tell other

, people.

189.

1 have had art experience in which all things seemed to

be,; conscious.

190.

Sometimes 1 am sure other jpeople can tell what I am

;thinkingv". CP)'

191.

I have never experienced a profound harmony in the

:world. ' ' ^IR)

.'v-

,-■1'-.^...

192.

1 have a Cough -most of the time. (UE)

193.

I believe I am being followed. (UE>P)

194.

I feel that I have often been punished without cause.

195. I cart sleep during the day but not at rtight.
196.

I have had art oxporiortce in which something greater

than myself seemed to absorb me. (M)

197.

Even whert I am with people I feel lonely much of the

"time.^,':.(S)-. ■ '

198.

Many of my dfeaijas are about sex matters. (S)

199.

I have had an experience in which I felt everything in

the world to be part of the same whole. (M)
200.

I have never experienced anything I could call

ultimate reality. (M)
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